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The TP-WHEELERS range consists of a table-bench, a bench, 
a planter and trash bin, each one fitted with wheels. These otherwise 
heavy objects are made easy to wheel away according to your needs.
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Material  Engineered Stone (Marble, quartz 
sand and polyester resin) and 
Aluminum Sandwich Panel 

Colours All TP-STANDARD colour recipes

Structure Powder coated steel

Dimensions,  1470 x 300 x 432 mm, 33 kg
Weights 1470 x 756 x 730 mm, 70 kg 
 400 x 400 x 508 mm, 41 kg
 400 x 400 x 808 mm, 70 kg 

Custom Sizes Available upon request
& Colours 

Origin Spain

—Table-Bench
The table-bench fits 3 persons comfortably to 

have lunch or work, and can also be used as a display 
shelf.

— Bench
The single bench fits easily 3 persons and can 

be use all around the house or office.

— Planter and Bin
These multi-use terrazzo pots and bins will 

fill your space with green plants, offer a solution for 
those messy umbrellas in the hallway or to hide those 
undesirable trash bins.
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NOTICE

As terrazzo is hand made, it may show slight 
variations in grain size, colour, cement mi x  and 
occasionally small superficial cracks. These varia-
tions are inherent to the nature of the material 
and should not be seen as defects or quality problems. 
Like any other natural stone, terrazzo (engineered 
stone) requires basic maintenance and attention to 
ensure its longevity and beauty. Use only products 
which are stated to be suitable for engineered stone 
or natural stone care.


